
Talking Together Registration Form 
NAME: ŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰ�
ADDRESS: ŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰ
 ŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰ 
PHONE NUMBER: ŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰ
EMERGENCY NUMBER: ŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰ  
(in case we are unable to reach you and are concerned you may need help) 
EMAIL: ŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰ    
DATE OF BIRTH: ŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰ 

Workshops 
Please indicate your first and second choice.  (Please check that you are available to 
participate on all the dates for your chosen topics.) 

FIRST CHOICE: ŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰ
SECOND CHOICE: ŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰ

It would be very helpful to us if you could answer these additional questions. The 
information you provide will enable us to learn how the programme can best 
respond to participants and their needs.  

Do you live alone? Yes Ű        No Ű
If no, with whom do you live? ŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰ 
Do you have care-taking responsibilities that prevent you from leaving the house?
Yes Ű        No Ű 
If yes please explain: ŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰ
Is public transportation easily accessible?   Yes Ű        No Ű
Are there any health or other issues that prevent you from participating in your 
community as often as you might like?   Yes Ű        No Ű
If yes, would you share them with us below?   ŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰ
 ŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰ 
What are your expectations of these discussions?   ŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰ
 ŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰŰ 
How did you find out about TALKING TOGETHER? 
Website Ű        Friend Ű        Newsletter Ű        Other Ű   

Registration forms must be returned by WEDNESDAY 17 JUNE. Places will be 
allocated on a first come, first served basis. Please either post to: 
COPE, St Luke’s Community Centre, Victoria Road, Cambridge CB4 3DZ 
or email: cambridgecope@hotmail.co.uk 

COPE is delighted to announce the second series of TALKING TOGETHER, 
a new initiative which brings older adults together for engaging and 
stimulating conversations about topics of shared interest. This free 
programme offers weekly telephone-based discussion groups which are 
joined from the comfort of your home.  No special technology is required, 
just your own telephone.  Each group, scheduled for 45 minutes, is 
facilitated by skilled leaders with whom participants can share their ideas, 
opinions and experiences. Please join us!  Registration is required.

COPE - 01223 364303

TALKING
TOGETHER



The Environment
BRUCE HUETT
1pm, Monday 29 June, 6, 13, 20, 27 July, 3 August
In these discussions we will share our experiences of environmental 
changes and conservation activities, both in our local environment and 
on our travels around the world.  I will use the examples of the 
restoration of our local chalk stream and nature reserve to highlight 
how communities can preserve their local nature spaces and increase 
biodiversity. This will be explored in the wider context of political 
ecology, environmental justice, plastic pollution and climate change, all 
areas in which I have been active over the last few years.

Poet’s Corner
LIZ WILLIAMS / CLARE CROSSMAN
2.15pm, Monday 29 June, 6, 13, 20, 27 July, 3 August
What is a poem? It’s a question one participant asked in our taster 
sessions! This group will offer an opportunity to discuss poetry and 
poems on many different topics, chosen by us and by you, and a chance 
to read and write your own poetry if you wish.  In our weekly discussions 
we will explore - and try to answer -  that question!

Looking at Cambridgeshire History
MIKE PETTY
3.30pm, Monday 29 June, 6, 13, 20, 27 July, 3 August
Mike Petty, noted historian and lecturer, will explore the history of 
Cambridge city and surrounding villages through events of daily life and 
major celebrations, as seen through the eyes of local residents of the 
period. Share your memories and reminisce with us.

The Power of Books
LEIGH CHAMBERS
1pm, Thursday 25 June, 2, 9, 16, 23, 30 July
‘I do believe something very magical can happen when you read a book’- 
JK ROWLING. At some point in our lives we’ve all probably fallen in love with 
a book, staying up late to finish it because we just have to find out what 
happens to the characters. Is there a novel you return to time and time 
again? Do you look for pure escape or gritty realism? Please join me to 
discuss the power of books – which ones have kept you awake all night and 
what, simply, makes a darn good read – and maybe discover a new favourite 
in the process!

Gardening
PAM GATRELL
2:15pm, Thursday 25 June, 2, 9, 16, 23, 30 July
This conversation will begin with a discussion of our own experiences of 
gardening and gardens, and their importance to us, physically, mentally and 
emotionally.  From this initial session we will branch out to possibly include:
• Gardening for wildlife
• Favourite gardens to visit, locally or on holiday
• Botanic gardens, garden history and plant hunters connected

 with Cambridge Botanic garden
• Perfumed plants; plants for shade; climbing plants; small trees
• Small gardens
• Gardening books and magazines
• Gardening and gardens on television

The David Parr House
TAMSIN WIMHURST
3:30pm, Thursday 25 June, 2, 9 July (NB 3 sessions)
Who was David Parr and why was his humble terrace house in Cambridge 
worth conserving and opening up to the public? Why are so many people 
keen to visit the house?  Tamsin Wimhurst, who first came across the house 
in 2009, will talk about its discovery, what you will find inside and how the 
interior was created, including the tools of David’s trade. We can also share 
the memories we have of creating our own homes: what was important for 
you when making your home and the practical side of creating it – the DIY 
that you did or did not do!
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Overview of Dates
ENVIRONMENT Bruce Huett - Monday 29 June, 6, 13, 20, 27 July, 3 Aug at 1pm  

POET’S CORNER Liz Williams/Clare Crossman - Monday 29 June, 6, 13, 20, 27 July, 3 Aug at 2.15pm 

LOOKING AT CAMBRIDGE Mike Petty - Monday 29 June, 6, 13, 20, 27 July, 3 Aug at 3.30pm 

THE POWER OF BOOKS Leigh Chambers - Thursday 25 June, 2, 9, 16, 23, 30 July at 1pm 

GARDENING Pam Gatrell - Thursday 25 June, 2, 9, 16, 23, 30 July at 2.15pm 

DAVID PARR HOUSE Tamsin Wimhurst - Thursday 25 June, 2, 9 July at 3.30pm (NB 3 sessions)


